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Abstract

The state-independent (SI) and state-dependent (SD) path restoration schemes for self-healing networks are studied

in this paper. The integer programming (IP) formulations for the spare capacity allocation and restoration flow as-

signment are first presented. Based on the optimal IP solutions, the SI and SD restoration schemes are then compared

quantitatively in terms of spare capacity requirement (SCR), restoration time, VPI (virtual path identifier) redundancy

(in ATM) and nodal storage capacity requirement. The comparison is based on spare optimization, single link failure

scenario and 100% restoration. The SCR is also compared under single node failure scenario. It is observed that using

group VP (virtual path) restoration (for either SI or SD) can substantially reduce the restoration time with only a small

increase in spare capacity cost. Further, the SI restoration seems better than the SD restoration for the cases we have

studied, at least in spare optimization, as its implementation is relatively easier and the difference in SCR between SI

and SD is not significant. The economies of scale in transmission facility cost is also investigated in the paper. � 2001

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Spare capacity requirement (SCR) and resto-
ration time are two important criteria in the design
of restorable mesh-type networks. The objective is
to provide fast restoration upon network failure
at minimal spare cost. Previous study reveals that
path restoration usually requires less spare ca-
pacity than line (span/link) restoration [1–5]. As
the cost of fiber optic transmission systems is still
the main cost in the nation-wide transport net-
works, path restoration appears to be attractive,
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especially in ATM based networks due to the in-
trinsic features of virtual paths (VPs) [1].

This paper will study two pre-planned path
restoration schemes in self-healing networks, with
focus on ATM networks. The two restoration
schemes are (1) the state-independent (SI) path
restoration and (2) the state-dependent (SD) path
restoration, which are conceptually illustrated in
Fig. 1. In the SI scheme, which is also called the
backup VP scheme in ATM [1], each working VP
has only one backup VP which takes a link/node
disjoint path. When the working VP fails, the af-
fected traffic will be switched to its backup VP. In
the SD scheme, each working VP may have more
than one ‘‘backup VP’’. The choice of a particular
backup VP when the working VP fails will depend
on the network failure state. For instance, backup
VP 1 will be used when link (2,D) fails and backup
VP 2 will be activated when link (O,1) or (1,2) fails.
In both schemes, the spare capacity on each net-
work link is shared among backup VPs of non-
simultaneously failed working VPs. As the SD
scheme is tailored to specified failures, it normally
requires less spare capacity than the SI scheme.

Given the network topology, traffic (band-
width) demand matrix and a restoration scheme,
one of the basic issues in the design of self-healing
ATM networks is how to layout VPs to minimize
the spare cost. There are two possible design sce-
narios: spare optimization (where the layout of
working VPs are given) and joint optimization. In
either case, the design problem can in general be
formulated as integer programming (IP), approx-
imated by linear programming (LP). Here we only
consider the spare optimization. The IP formula-
tions for the SI and SD path restorations are
first provided, which are solved by using optimi-
zation software CPLEX 5.0 [6]. Based on the IP

solutions, we then compare these two path resto-
ration schemes quantitatively in terms of SCR,
restoration time, VPI (VP identifier) redundancy
(in ATM) and node storage capacity. Previous
work on this subject can be found in Ref. [7] where
the comparisons were based on suboptimal IP so-
lutions. Path elongation factor and routing com-
putational effort were also considered in Ref. [7].

About the capacity allocation and flow assign-
ment problem (VP layout in ATM), a lot more
work have been reported in the literature, espe-
cially in recently years, for both line and path
restoration, e.g., in Refs. [4,5,8–10] and the refer-
ences cited therein. With regard to path restora-
tion, the SD restoration was studied as an IP in
Ref. [4] for both spare and joint optimization.
Considering the integrality of physical transmis-
sion systems but allowing bifurcated flow resto-
ration, the SI restoration was studied as a mixed IP
in Ref. [10] for the spare optimization. The SD
restoration was studied as a LP in Refs. [5,11]. The
spare cost comparison of the SI and SD restora-
tion was also given in Ref. [5] based on a heuristic
spare capacity allocation algorithm. As an exten-
sion to the previous work, we consider non-bifur-
cated VP flow restoration and capacity modularity
in physical transmission systems in our IP formu-
lation. The latter allows us to study the economies
of scale in transmission facility cost. A restoration
protocol which provides an integrated solution to
the failure recovery problem in multi-hop net-
works is described in Ref. [14], where the connec-
tion reliability is also evaluated.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
The IP formulations for the SI and SD restoration
are presented in Section 2. Comparisons of the SI
and SD restoration schemes on spare capacity
cost, VPI redundancy and nodal storage capacity,
and restoration time are given in Sections 3–5,
respectively. Some concluding remarks are given
in Section 6.

2. Problem formulation

We use graph GðN;LÞ to denote the network
under study which has jNj nodes and jLj links,
where N and L are the sets of network nodes and

Fig. 1. State-independent (SI) and state-dependent (SD) path

restoration schemes.
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links, respectively, and jNj is the cardinality of set
N. Each link l 2 L consists of two arcs (a and
a0 2 A) which have the same end nodes as l but
with opposite directions. A is the set of arcs. Let
S be the set of states of the network and s0ð2 SÞ
be the network normal operating state (no failure).
For a single link failure scenario, jSj ¼ jLj þ 1.
Further, let

P: the set of origin–destination node pairs
(commodities);

OðpÞ: the origin node of commodity p, p 2 P;
DðpÞ: the destination node of commodity p,

p 2 P;
Vp: the set of VPs of commodity p, p 2 P;
cpv: the traffic demand expressing bandwidth

requirement for VP v of commodity p,
v 2 Vp;

Rs
pv: the set of candidate routes for VP v of

commodity p in network state s 2 S;
xsrpv: the normalized bandwidth used by VP v of

commodity p on route r when the network
is in state s, v 2 Vp, r 2 Rs

pv, p 2 P and
s 2 S;

f s
pv: the restoration level, 06 f s

pv 6 1, p 2 P,
v 2 Vp and s 2 S;

drx: the delta function which equals 1 when
network component x is on route r and 0
otherwise;

FðsÞ: a set of failed components (links and
nodes) when the network is in state
s 2 S� s0;

csparea : spare capacity on arc a 2 A;
cworka : working capacity on arc a 2 A;
da: length of arc a 2 A;
T: the set of candidate optical fiber cable

types;
Zt
a: number of type t cables used on arc a,

a 2 A, t 2 T;
Ct: cost of a type t cable per unit length,

t 2 T;
Bt: capacity (in Mbps) of a type t cable, t 2 T.

It is assumed that no statistical multiplexing is
allowed between VPs passing the same link and
link cost is proportional to the link length. Let us
first consider the case of no capacity modulariza-
tion. In this case the capacity allocation and flow

assignment in self-healing networks with the SD
path restoration can be formulated as the follow-
ing mixed IP problem.

F1 Minimize
X
a2A

daðcworka þ csparea Þ;

subject toX
r2Rs0

pv

xs0rpv ¼ 1; v 2 Vp; p 2 P; ð1Þ

cworka ¼
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r2Rs0

pv

dracpvx
s0
rpv; a 2 A; ð2Þ

X
r2Rs

pv

xsrpv ¼
X
r2Rs0

pv

Xðp; r; sÞxs0rpv; v 2 Vp;

p 2 P; s 2 S� s0; ð3Þ

csparea P
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r2Rs

pv

dracpvf
s
pvx

s
rpv;

a 2 A; s 2 S� s0; ð4Þ

xsrpv 2 f0; 1g; v 2 Vp; p 2 P; s 2 S; r 2 Rs
pv;

ð5Þ
where

Xðp; r; sÞ ¼
1; if FðsÞ

T
frg 6¼ ; and

fOðpÞ;DðpÞg
T
FðsÞ ¼ ;;

0; otherwise:

8><
>:

In the above, constraints (1) and (2) assure that the
bandwidth demand cpv of a VP is satisfied. Con-
straint (3) ensure that a fraction of an affected
working VP will be restored. The constraints in
Eq. (4) guarantee that sufficient spare capacity is
allocated to each arc to meet the restoration re-
quirement. Constraint (5) means that VP flows are
non-bifurcated. Throughout the paper we assume
100% restoration for the predefined failure sce-
nario, i.e., f s

pv ¼ 1. Note that formulation F1 is
suitable for both spare and joint optimization. For
spare optimization, constraints (1) and (2) can be
removed since the working VP routes are given
and the working capacity cworka can be calculated
from Eq. (2).

When the capacity modularity is considered, the
above formulation becomes
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F2 Minimize
X
a2A

X
t2T

daZt
aC

t;

subject to Eqs. (1)–(5) andX
t2T

Zt
aB

t P cworka þ csparea ; a 2 A; ð6Þ

Zt
a P 0 and integer; a 2 A; t 2 T: ð7Þ
The IP formulation for the SI path restoration

can be obtained in a similar manner. Let us con-
sider only spare optimization here. Denote by ps0pv
the working path of VP v of commodity p and xrpv
its candidate restoration path. Let Rpv be the set of
restoration routes which are link/node disjoint to
ps0pv. We have the following IP formulation for the
SI path restoration (without link modularization):

F3 Minimize
X
a2A

dacsparea ;

subject toX
r2Rpv

xrpv ¼ 1; v 2 Vp; p 2 P; ð8Þ

csparea P
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r2Rpv

dracpvf
s
pvXðp; ps0pv; sÞxrpv;

a 2 A; s 2 S� s0; ð9Þ

xrpv 2 f0; 1g; v 2 Vp; p 2 P; r 2 Rs
pv: ð10Þ

In the above formulation, constraints (8) and (10)
ensure that there is only one backup VP for each
working VP. Note that formulation F2 is still valid
when taking into account link modularization if
replacing constraints from F1 by the constraints
from F3.

In formulation F1 the total number of con-
straints Nc is roughly equal to jSjð

P
p2P jVpj þ

jAjÞ, and the total number of variables Nv is
about

P
s2S

P
p2P

P
v2Vp

jRs
pvj, while in formula-

tion F3, Nc 
P

p2P jVpj þ jAjjSj and Nv ¼P
p2P

P
v2Vp

jRs
pvj. Clearly, the number of con-

straints and variables in F3 are much less than
those in F1, roughly only one jSj-th of those in
F1. However, in either case (SD or SI), the size of
the problem grows rapidly with jVpj, the number
of VPs between a node pair. To reduce the prob-
lem size and to study large-scale networks, we use
the group VP concept in F1 and F3 which treats

VPs between a node pair as one super VP (i.e.,
jVpj ¼ 1). And we found that in many cases it can
yield near-optimal and sometimes optimal solu-
tions to the original problem.

Note that the above formulations are also
applicable for the design of self-healing SONET/
SDH networks by restricting the bandwidth of
each VP to OC-n/STM-m.

In the following, we first compare the SI and
SD restoration schemes in terms of SCR.

3. Spare capacity requirement

3.1. Network topology and traffic demand

New Jersey LATA network (LATA_Net) and
US long-haul network (US_Net) are selected in
our numerical study [5], which are shown in Fig. 2.
LATA_Net has 11 nodes and 23 links while
US_Net has 28 nodes and 45 links. Here we
only consider a subnet of US_Net, denoted by
US_Netð20; 30Þ, which consists of nodes 0–19
and related links (30 in total) (see Fig. 2(b)). In
this paper, we simply use US_Net to indicate
US_Netð20; 30Þ unless otherwise mentioned. Both
uniform and non-uniform traffic demands are
considered. For uniform demand (UD), the traffic
demand between each node pair is the same, i.e.,
cp ¼

P
v2Vp

cpv ¼ g, p 2 P. For non-uniform de-
mand (ND), the traffic demand between a node
pair is inversely proportional to the hops of the
shortest path between that node pair, i.e., cp ¼
g=hðpÞ. For the node pair p ¼ ðO;DÞ in Fig. 1,
hðpÞ ¼ 3. Suppose all working VPs are given which
take the shortest paths. The optimal layout of
backup VPs which gives the minimal spare cost is
obtained by solving formulation F1/F3 (or F2
if link modularization is considered) using the
CPLEX 5.0 optimization software package [6].
Denote by Cw the working capacity cost provided
that all working VPs take the shortest paths. It is
clear that Cw is unique for the given network to-
pology and traffic demand. Note that Cw is not
necessary the real working capacity cost. The SCR
is defined here as the ratio of the total spare ca-
pacity cost (denoted by Cs) to the total working
capacity cost, i.e.,
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SCR ¼ Cs

Cw

¼ Cn � Cw

Cw

;

where Cn is the total network cost.
Given the traffic demand cp, there are numerous

ways to choose the VP set Vp and the bandwidth
cpv of each VP v 2 Vp. Here we consider two ex-
treme cases (1) each node pair has only one VP,
i.e., jVpj ¼ 1 and (2) cp can be arbitrarily parti-
tioned (in other words, the traffic demand is simply
modeled as commodity flow). Obviously, the for-
mer will give an upper bound on SCR while the
latter will lead to a lower bound on SCR. For-
mulations F1 and F3 in case (2) are actually re-

duced to LP (constraints (5) in F1 and constraints
(10) in F3 are relaxed). In practice, there is usually
more than one VP per node pair in order to sup-
port various traffic classes or different QoS re-
quirements of the same class.

The numerical results given below are ob-
tained from spare optimization only. To reduce
the computational complexity, the number of
candidate restoration routes M per node pair is
limited to 10. Specifically, mutually link/node dis-
joint paths plus the shortest paths (not necessary
working VP link/node disjoint) are used in the SD
scheme and M shortest working VP link/node
disjoint paths are used in the SI scheme. As an
example, the sets of candidate restoration routes
for node pair ð1; 8Þ in LATA_Net are given in
Table 1 under a single link failure scenario. It is
clear that in the SD scheme, jRs

pvj6M , s 2 S� s0,
because a working VP and some of its candidate
restoration routes may pass the same link. In the
SI scheme, jRs

pvj ¼ M . The hop limits in selecting
path sets are 6 and 10 respectively, for LATA_Net
and US_Net.

Fig. 3 shows the SCR versus the number of
candidate routes in US_Net. The SCR is calcu-
lated based on the LP solution of F3 (SI restora-
tion). As one can see, SCR becomes less and less
sensitive to M, the number of candidate routes, as
M increases, which is especially true for small
networks like LATA_Net.

Table 1

Two sets of candidate restoration routes between nodes 1 and 8

in LATA_Net

No. Scheme

SD SI

Route Length Route Length

1 1–2–4–3–8 17.5 1–2–4–3–8 17.5

2 1–2–4–8 15.0 1–2–4–10–8 19.8

3 1–0–3–8 16.8 1–2–0–3–8 21.3

4 1–0–4–3–8 17.5 1–2–4–10–9–8 21.8

5 1–0–7–8 19.3 1–2–4–7–8 22.0

6 1–2–0–4–8 19.5 1–2–4–7–10–8 23.0

7 1–0–4–10–8 19.8 1–2–0–7–8 23.8

8 1–2–4–10–8 19.8 1–2–0–7–10–8 24.8

9 1–0–7–10–8 20.3 1–2–4–7–10–9–8 25.0

10 1–0–2–4–8 20.5 1–2–4–6–7–8 25.3

Working VP: 1–0–4–8 (length ¼ 15.0).

Fig. 2. (a) New Jersey LATA network, (b) US long-haul

network.
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3.2. Spare optimization: LP vs. IP

Again, let us first consider that there is no
capacity modularity (F1/F3). Tables 2 and 3
compare the SCRs under two different failure

scenarios: any single link failure and any single
link or node failure. They show that the difference
in SCR between IP (case 1) and LP (case 2) is only
marginal, no more than 5% in all our numerical
results, for both SI and SD schemes. LP results are
obtained by removing constraint (5) in F1 and (10)
in F3. This may be due to the fact that arc spare
capacity is shared among backup VPs of non-
simultaneously failed working VPs. The spare ca-
pacity on each arc is only determined by the worst
failure case which requires the highest spare ca-
pacity on that arc. The above results indicate that
to treat working VPs between a node pair as a
group during restoration the penalty in SCR is
small. But on the other hand, the restoration speed
could be much faster (see Fig. 7) because the
number of restoration cells generated at failure
event is greatly reduced.

Note that the SCRs under the SD and SI
schemes are different because the path sets used in
F1 and F3 are different. If the same path set is
used, the SCR of the SD scheme should not be
larger than that of the SI scheme (see Table 4), as
the SD scheme is more flexible and tailored to each
failure case. However, we observe from Table 4
that the difference is very small. The reason might
be the same as what we have explained for LP
versus IP case. If this is true in general, then the SI
scheme has advantages over the SD scheme when
consider implementation complexity, e.g., nodal
storage capacity and VPI (VP identifier) redun-
dancy (to be discussed in the next section), at least
for spare optimization.

Table 2

SCR under state-dependent (SD) path restoration (M ¼ 10)

Optimi-

zation

Scenario

Link failure Link/node failure

LP (%) IP-LP (%) LP (%) IP-LP (%)

LATA

UD 59.11 0.14 82.16 0

ND 52.52 2.16 65.72 3.00

US_Net

UD 66.14 0 74.76 0

ND 61.58 2.84 67.02 0.85

Fig. 3. SCR versus number of candidate routes in US_Net with

SI restoration.

Table 4

SCRs of SD and SI schemes using the same path set (M ¼ 10),

IP solution

Optimi-

zation

Scenario

Link failure Link/node failure

SD (%) SI-SD (%) SD (%) SI-SD (%)

LATA

UD 57.48 0 73.92 0

ND 53.04 0 62.82 0.85

US_Net

UD 61.72 0.06 67.75 0

ND 60.64 1.31 61.37 0

Table 3

SCR under state-independent (SI) path restoration (M ¼ 10)

Optimi-

zation

Scenario

Link failure Link/node failure

LP (%) IP-LP (%) LP (%) IP-LP (%)

LATA

UD 57.48 0 73.92 0

ND 51.48 1.56 62.06 1.61

US_Net

UD 61.60 0.18 67.71 0.04

ND 57.44 4.51 60.14 1.23
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Very similar results are observed when (M ¼
40) (see Table 5), and also when considering ca-
pacity modularity (F2). Again the results in Table
5 are obtained when the two restoration schemes
use different path sets. As expected, when M in-
creases, the SCR decreases. Moreover, the differ-
ence in SCR between two restoration schemes also
becomes smaller. As the number of eligible can-
didate restoration routes in SD restoration is much
larger than that in SI restoration, if M is further
increased, it is expected that the SCR in the SD
case would be smaller than that in the SI case.
However, the gap may not be significant since the
SCR is not sensitive to M when M is sufficiently
large (see Fig. 3). Also, when M is too large, the
optimization solution may be infeasible due to
huge memory space requirement.

It is worthy to mention that SD restoration is
more suitable for joint optimization than SI res-
toration. For some network topologies and traffic
demands, the gap of total network cost between
joint and spare optimization could be significant
[5]. In such a situation, there would be a trade-off
between capacity cost and implementation com-
plexity when choosing an appropriate restoration
scheme.

3.3. Impact of link modularity

The formula ‘‘cost equals bandwidth to power
0.6’’ is used to calculate the cable cost for the given
cable transmission capacity. Three cable types
are used in formulation F2 with capacity B1 ¼ 1,
B2 ¼ 4, B3 ¼ 16 and cost C1 ¼ 1, C2 ¼ 2:297,
C3 ¼ 5:278, respectively. One unit of bandwidth

could be regarded as 150 Mbps (OC-3/STM-1).
The total network costs with and without link
modularization are shown in Table 6. The data in
column F1ðwÞ are the cost from F1 by taking into
account the modularity (roundup). We observe
that the difference between F2 and F1ðwÞ really
depends on the traffic demand and it could be
significant for some traffic patterns. Needless to
say, there will be a big saving by using high ca-
pacity fiber cables whenever possible. Because of
link modularity, We also expect the conclusions in
the previous subsection on LP versus IP and SI
versus SD restoration are still valid here.

4. VPI redundancy and node storage capacity

4.1. VPI redundancy

The working or backup VP route in an ATM
network is defined by a sequence of arcs as well as
VPIs on these arcs. Using preplanned restoration
approach, like the SD or SI scheme, a certain
amount of VPIs must be reserved on each arc in
order to activate the restoration routes upon net-
work failure. There are two possible ways to assign
VPIs to backup routes, (1) to preassign VPIs to
backup routes before failure occurs (called VPI
preassignment method), (2) to assign VPIs only at
failure event to those backup routes that will
be activated (termed VPI non-preassignment
method). Obviously, the preassignment method
will reserve much more VPIs than the non-preas-
signment method. In this section we try to estimate

Table 5

SCR under single link failure scenario and (M ¼ 40)

Optimi-

zation

Network

LATA_Net US_Net

LP (%) IP-LP (%) LP (%) IP-LP (%)

SD

UD 56.46 0 61.15 0.27

ND 51.30 0.42 56.89 0.91

SI

UD 56.55 0.16 61.03 0.14

ND 51.30 0.70 55.91 1.60

Table 6

Total network cost with and without capacity modularization

Formulation F1ðw=oÞ F1ðwÞ F2 D (%)

LATA_Net

UD g ¼ 1 784 481 441 9.07

ND g ¼ 6 2648 1061 987 7.50

US_Net

UD g ¼ 1 30,452 11,292 11,144 1.33

g ¼ 0:3 9136 4781 4620 3.48

ND g ¼ 12 118,080 40,503 39,863 1.61

g ¼ 1 9002 4803 4585 4.76

D ¼ ðF1ðwÞ � F2Þ=F2.
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the VPI redundancy for both methods when using
the SD and SI restoration schemes.

The VPI redundancy is defined here as the ratio
of the total number of VPIs reserved for restora-
tion routes to the total number of VPIs used by
working VPs, i.e.,

VR ¼
P

a2A RVðaÞP
a2A UVðaÞ :

Denoting by ps0pv the working path for VP v of
commodity p, it is clear that the number of used
VPIs on arc a

UVðaÞ ¼
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r¼p

s0
pv

dra; a 2 A:

Let Ppv be the set of restoration routes for VP v.
For the VPI preassignment method, similar to
UVðaÞ, the number of reserved VPIs on arc a can
be calculated from

RVðaÞ ¼
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r2Ppv

dra; a 2 A:

As a network failure will only affect a portion of
working VPs, for the non-preassignment method,
the amount of VPIs reserved on each arc should be
equal to the maximal number of restoration routes
passing that arc under all possible failure cases.
Given the affected working VP set Vs

p for a node
pair p 2 P and the restoration route pspv of each
affected working VP in failure state s, we have

RVðaÞ ¼ max
s2S�s0

X
p2P

X
v2Vs

p

X
r¼pspv

dra

( )
; a 2 A:

Suppose that all working VPs take the shortest
paths between origin and destination node pairs.
The optimal restoration routes can be obtained
from the IP solution described in Section 2. Fig. 4
compares the VPI redundancy of preassign-
ment (p) and non-preassignment (np) methods for
four different networks, where Netð11; 17Þ and
Netð20; 42Þ are the networks described in Ref. [5]
which have the same number of nodes as LA-
TA_Net and US_Net, respectively. As expected,
preassignment method need to reserve much more
VPIs, especially when the SD restoration is used.
For the non-preassignment method, the VPI re-
dundancy is slightly smaller in the SI scheme than

that in the SD scheme. In non-preassignment
method, we also observe that the VPI redundancy
is not very sensitive to V, the number of VPs of
each node pair [12]. Although the uniform traffic
demand is considered here, similar properties are
also expected for non-uniform traffic demand.

4.2. Node storage capacity

Using the SD or SI scheme, a database need to
be established in each node to store restoration
information. The storage format for the SI scheme
is shown in Fig. 5(a) where WVPI stands for
working VPI and L_in denotes the incoming link
of a switch. For the non-preassignment method,
dummy VPIs are used as indicated by VPI�, which
will be assigned unused VPIs only during the res-
toration process. The storage format for the SD
scheme is similar to Fig. 5(a) except the origin
node, which is given in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 4. Effect of assignment methods on VPI redundancy.

Fig. 5. Node storage formats for SI and SD schemes.
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Denote by ESI and ESD the average number of
entries of the database when using the SI and SD
schemes, respectively. We get

ESI ¼
1

jNj
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

X
r2Ppv

nðrÞ ð11Þ

and

ESD ¼ 1

jNj
X
p2P

X
v2Vp

mðps0pvÞ
 

þ
X
r2Ppv

½nðrÞ � 1�
!
;

ð12Þ
where nðrÞ is the number of nodes traversed by the
route r, and mðps0pvÞ is the number of possible fail-
ures that will affect the route ps0pv of working VP
v. For the origin node of route ps0pv, it need mðps0pvÞ
entries. For single link failure scenario, mðps0pvÞ ¼
nðps0pvÞ � 1. Note that the set Ppv contains only one
element (route) in the SI restoration, while it may
contain more than one element in the SD resto-
ration.

The ratio of ESD and ESI is shown in Table 7 for
the uniform traffic demand (V ¼ 1) and under a
single link failure scenario [5]. It indicates that the
node storage capacity required by the SD scheme
could be as much as 2 times or more as that re-
quired by the SI scheme.

5. Restoration time

The restoration time of an affected working VP
is defined here as the elapsed time from the failure
occurrence to the completion of the restoration
process. It is the sum of the failure detection time,
round trip time between VP termination nodes and
the restoration cell delays in network nodes along
the backup VP route. The first two times can be
easily estimated since they are mainly determined
by the propagation delay, while the node delay is
difficult to estimate because it is a random variable
which depends on other affected working VPs and
their backup VP routes. Here we resort to com-

puter simulations to investigate the dynamic be-
havior of the restoration processes after network
failure occurs.

When a network failure is detected, each node
(sender) which is responsible for restoring the af-
fected working VPs will trigger a restoration pro-
cess. The restoration process first searches for the
pre-planned backup VP route in the node database
for an affected working VP and then send the self-
healing OAM (operations, administration and
maintenance) cell along the backup route. Each
node on the backup route initiates a processing
function after receiving the OAM cell and then
forwards it to the next node after completion of
the processing function. The processing function
basically checks the bandwidth availability on the
outgoing link and updates the VP routing table.
Upon receiving an acknowledgment OAM cell
from the destination node (chooser), the sender
can then switch the traffic of the affected working
VP to the backup VP and the restoration process
for this working VP is completed.

Receiving and sending self-healing OAM cells
in a network node are performed by the handling
function which includes cell dropping and insert-
ing. The dropping function drops arriving OAM
cells from the transmission line and forwards them
to the processing function. The inserting function
inserts processed OAM cells to the transmission
line. As dropping, processing and inserting func-
tions are running concurrently, we model a net-
work node as a system of three tandem queues
depicted in Fig. 6, where Td, Tp and Ti denotes
dropping time, processing time and inserting time,
respectively. Buffers are required to resolve con-
tentions of self-healing OAM cells from affected
working VPs.

Let ADðsÞ be the restorable affected traffic de-
mands in network failure state s, and RDðs; tÞ be
the restored traffic demands at elapsed time t in
failure state s, s 2 S� s0. We use the aggregate

Table 7

Ratio of database entries of SD and SI schemes

Network LATA_Net Net (11,17) Net (20,42) US_Net

ESD=ESI 1.37 1.40 2.00 1.52

Fig. 6. A node model during restoration.
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restoration ratio at elapsed time t to measure the
restoration speed, which is defined as the ratio of
total restored traffic at time t to the total affected
traffic in all possible failure cases, i.e.,

restoration ratioðtÞ ¼
P

s2S�s0
RDðs; tÞP

s2S�s0
ADðsÞ :

Denote by Th the OAM cell handling time which is
equal to the sum of dropping time Td and inserting
time Ti,

Th ¼ Td þ Ti:

It is assumed that Td, Tp and Ti are all constant
in our simulation study and Td ¼ Ti ¼ Th=2. The
handling time Th is used as the basic time unit in
the following numerical examples and let

Tr ¼ Tp=Th:

Figs. 7 and 8 depicts the restoration ratio versus
time in LATA_Net and US_Net (US_Netð20; 30Þ),
respectively, based on the optimal results obtained
in Section 3 ðM ¼ 10Þ under one single link failure
scenario. Only the SI restoration is shown here.
Very similar results are also observed for the SD
restoration [12]. In these two figures, the number
of VPs per node pair is 5 and the self-healing OAM
cell processing time Tp ¼ 0:25Th. For group VP
restoration, all the 5 VPs of each node pair have
the same working and backup paths, and the
optimal results can be easily obtained by setting
jVpj ¼ 1 in formulations F1 and F3. We assume

that in group VP restoration the cell processing
time in group VP restoration is 2 ðTr ¼ 0:5Þ or 5
ðTr ¼ 1:25Þ times as that in the individual VP res-
toration. As one can see from Figs. 7 and 8, even if
the cell processing time in group VP restoration is
proportional to the number of VPs in the group,
the restoration speed is still much faster. The rea-
son is that using group VP restoration can sub-
stantially reduce the number of self-healing OAM
cells generated upon network failure (4 times less
in the above examples) and therefore ease the cell
contentions in network nodes.

From the data provided in Ref. [13], Td 
Ti  35 ms and Tp  2–20 ms, i.e., Th  70 ms and
Tr ¼ Tp=Th  0:03–0:29. Fig. 9 further illustrates
that if Tr is small, i.e., the cell processing time Tp is
much less than the cell handling time Th, the ad-
vantage of group VP restoration is more obvious.
The gap decreases as Tr gets large. When Tr is large
enough (e.g., Tr P 1) and the cell processing time
is still proportional to the number of VPs in the
group, then the group VP restoration may not
have advantages because now the bottleneck is in
cell processing rather than cell handling.

The impact of network size on restoration time
is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Networks with 15, 20
and 25 nodes are subnets of US_Net in Fig. 3. The
network with 28 nodes are US_Net itself. The
network with 11 nodes is Netð11; 17Þ given in Ref.
[5]. They are all sparse networks with connectivity
in the range of 3.0–3.2. We see that the advantageFig. 7. Restoration ratio versus time in LATA_Net.

Fig. 8. Restoration ratio versus time in US_Net.
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of group VP restoration could be more significant
in large networks. Interestingly, it appears that the
time required for 80% restoration increases almost
linearly with the network size.

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have compared the preplanned
SI and SD path restoration schemes in terms of
SCR, restoration time, VPI redundancy and nodal
storage requirement, based on optimal IP solu-
tions. From the numerical results, it is found that
SI path restoration appears to be better than the
SD path restoration, at least in spare optimization,
as the difference in SCR between SI and SD is only
marginal. Further, for both SI and SD schemes,
group VP restoration can greatly increase the
restoration speed, while the penalty in SCR is not
very significant (e.g., less than 5%).

SCR depends on network topology, traffic de-
mand and the optimization approach used, etc.
Here we only examined a very limited set of net-
work data. In cases where the difference in SCR
between SI and SD cannot be ignored (e.g., in joint
optimization) and the VPI non-preassignment
method is used (or high VPI redundancy is toler-
able), the SD scheme may be a good candidate.
The VPI non-preassignment method can be used
to solve the potential problem of storage of VPI
resource. However, whether to use it or not will
depend on how fast we can assign VPIs to backup
routes.
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